TIRE & RIM
ULTIMATE PROTECTION
ROAD HAZARD TIRE & WHEEL PROTECTION
This Agreement provides for the repair or replacement of the vehicle's tires and wheels which, during the term of this Agreement, become Unserviceable due to a Road Hazard covered under this Agreement. Vehicle as used throughout this agreement means the conveyance listed in the registration section of this agreement. In the event the vehicle is a trailer, then the definition of vehicle will be expanded to include the tow vehicle when the tow vehicle is attached and being towed to the listed trailer. Unserviceable means that the tire has been punctured or otherwise damaged to the extent that it is unsafe, or that a wheel will no longer hold a seal with its tire. Tire and/or wheel damage that is cosmetic in nature and that does not render the tire and/or wheel Unserviceable is specifically excluded from replacement. A Road Hazard is a condition on a public roadway, which should not exist there, such as potholes, rails, grass, or other road debris. Eligible vehicles include current model year plus 10 years prior.

TERMS:
Coverage commences on the date and at the time that You sign this document and continues for the number of years specified.

CLAIMS PROCEDURES:
Any tires which require replacement, and wheels which require repair or replacement under the terms of this Agreement MUST BE AUTHORIZED BY DOMINION AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION (2004) LIMITED (DAA) and be made available for inspection PRIOR to repair or replacement. You must call 1-844-804-1893 for authorization. In the event that the tire and/or wheel damage occurs after regular business hours, or on a weekend, you must obtain instructions and a proof of loss form from our website at www.myclaims.ca. All after hour’s instructions must be followed in order to receive reimbursement. Please note that all of our rights under this Agreement are hereby reserved. Damaged tires and/wheels must be preserved for our inspection, and we reserve the right to deny any claim wherein the damaged tires and/wheels are disposed of prior to our inspection.

FLAT TIRES: You will be reimbursed for the reasonable costs you incur to repair a flat tire caused by a Road Hazard while you are driving your covered vehicle on public streets and in a legal manner. Tire Replacement: You will be reimbursed for the reasonable costs you incur to replace a tire, only if a tire covered by this Agreement becomes un-repairable due to damage caused by a Road Hazard. Replacement will be made with a tire of like kind, quality and cost to the original tire.

WHEELS (RIMS): You will be reimbursed for the repair or replacement of wheels rendered Unserviceable due to a Road Hazard covered under this Agreement. We reserve the right to have damaged wheels repaired at our cost by a service provider of our choosing. We further reserve the right to replace the damaged wheel at our cost with a refurbished wheel of like kind and quality to the wheel that was damaged by the covered Road Hazard. We will only replace a wheel replacement only in the event that the damaged wheel cannot be repaired.

COSMETIC WHEEL REPAIR: The repair of cosmetic damage only to ALLOY WHEELS, no replacement. (See “Definitions” for description of ALLOY WHEEL REPAIR.) Due to aging and variance in WHEEL colour and texture, it is not always possible to match colours or texture to the other ALLOY WHEELS, so an exact colour or texture, it is not always possible to match colours or texture to the other ALLOY WHEELS, so an exact colour or texture is not guaranteed. Wheels are eligible for replacement only if the damage from a ROAD HAZARD will not allow the tire to seal or the wheel is unsafe for use per the benefits and limitations of this plan. Repair of scrapes and other cosmetic damage are covered, including but not limited to curb damage. This coverage begins on the AGREEMENT SALE DATE and expires at the end of the AGREEMENT TERM.

CAR RENTAL EXPENSE: Covered up to $70 per claim when required while your vehicle is not available due to coveredCosmetic Wheel Repair. Subject to the normal terms and conditions of the car rental agency.

MOUNTING AND BALANCING: You will be reimbursed for the reasonable costs that You incur for mounting, balancing, valve stems, and tire disposal for any tire replaced under this Agreement. However, unspecified charges for shop supplies are excluded.

TAXES: You will be reimbursed for the cost of local and provincial taxes as directed by provincial agencies for any tire or wheel replaced under this agreement.

MEMBER RESPONSIBILITY:
You must maintain proper air pressure in all covered tires. Tires should be checked monthly for proper pressure; signs of dry rot, improper wear, and tread depth less than 3/32” Any tire or wheel replaced under this agreement.

13. Any expense for the modification, replacement, or alteration of existing parts or systems necessitated by the replacement of obsolete, superseded or unavailable parts with current replacement parts in excess of the value of the failed part.
14. Any repair or replacement of any covered component or part which has not failed due to contact with a ROAD HAZARD as defined in this Agreement, but which the repair facility or manufacturer recommends or requires to be repaired or replaced such as, but not limited to matching sets of tires or wheels.
15. Tire, wheel, and benefit coverages on this AGREEMENT are not extended to a VEHICLE attached to YOUR VEHICLE such as a trailer or VEHICLE in tow.
16. Any loss or consequential damage, including physical damage, personal injury or death, or property damage, which results from the failure of a tire or wheel covered by this AGREEMENT due to a contact with a ROAD HAZARD.
17. Any loss where You or any person on Your behalf falsely swears or commits any fraudulent act with respect to any claim.
18. Any tire repair or replacement, or any tire repair that is not preauthorized. Any loss that is not reported to us within 60 days from the date the damage occurs;

LIMITS OF COVERAGE:
Coverage is provided only for the conveyance as specified in the enrolment portion of this agreement. Flat Tire Repair coverage is limited up to a maximum of $30 C.A.D. per occurrence.

EMERGENCY ROADSERVICE:
All members will not be required to pay any additional fee or sum in addition to the membership fee for covered services up to your benefit limit of $100 per incident. You must call toll free, 1-844-804-1893 for your 24-hour emergency roadside benefits. You are entitled to one service within a twenty four (24) hour period, to a maximum three (3) roadside services within a 12 month period. In the event we cannot locate a provider, you will be given an authorization number for a maximum reimbursement of up to $100.

- Towing: Provides towing to the nearest repair facility capable of making or performing needed repairs or services.
- Fuel Delivery: Provides for the delivery of an emergency supply of fuel necessary to send a member's car on its way (member is responsible for actual cost of fuel).
- Flat Tire Changes: Includes changing a flat tire with your inflated spare.
- Emergency Battery Service: We will send a service provider to jump start your battery if it is weak or dead.
- Lockout Services: We will send a locksmith, if you are accidentally locked out of your vehicle.

CUSTOMER RATING SERVICE:
We will furnish members with detailed customized routings, helpful phone numbers, driving information, and other useful tips to make your travel efficient and enjoyable. Call toll free 1-844-804-1893.

DEFINITIONS:
Member, You or Your Means any customer who has purchased a product from DAA.
Reasonable Repair Cost means the customary parts and labor costs required to complete the repair or replacement of the Covered Failure; which in no case shall exceed the manufacturer’s suggested retail price for parts, labor, and allowances, as defined in the manufacturer’s labor time guide or the nationally recognized parts and labor time guides. We reserve the right to use “like kind and quality” replacements.

Alloy Wheel means any road wheel composed of either aluminum or magnesium as opposed to steel, including chrome finished wheels.

Alloy Wheel Repair means cosmetic repair of scratches on Alloy Wheels. Administrator and technician retain sole authority to determine whether damage can be repaired.

ABRIDGEMENT: In the event you, the Agreement Holder and Dominion Automobile Association fail to agree to the amount of a covered loss, or whether coverage is provided under this warranty, each party shall agree to submit the dispute to an binding arbitration. In such an event, the parties agree to share equally in the costs of the arbitration.

GENERAL CONDITIONS:
Commercial vehicles are excluded from this program. DAA makes every effort to provide service vendors nationwide but there are instances in which we have no vendor available in your area. In such an instance, DAA reserves the right to make cash settlements in lieu of providing service. Such settlement will be based on market rates for the like services in your general geographic area.

TRANSFER: This Agreement may be transferred by you to a subsequent private purchaser of the covered vehicle for the remainder of the original term (licensed dealers excluded). This Agreement is not transferable to another vehicle. To transfer this Agreement to another owner, you must call 1-844-804-1894 to obtain a transfer form and submit to us the following within thirty (30) days from the date of sale:
1. A letter containing the name and address of the new owner, and Your authorization to transfer;
2. A copy of the bill of sale or other evidence showing the change in ownership;
3. A cheque or money order for fifty ($50) C.A.D. made payable to the Administrator for the transfer fee.

THIS AGREEMENT IS NOT AN INSURANCE POLICY AND DOES NOT COMPLY WITH THE FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OR NO-FAULT LAWS IN ANY PROVINCE OR TERRITORY.
This motor club service agreement is optional and is not required to be purchased by the prospective member. Agreement: By acceptance of this agreement, the named Member agrees that this contract embodies all agreements existing between themselves and DAA. The term of this agreement shall not be waived or changed, except by endorsement issued to form a part of this agreement, signed by the President or Vice President and the clerk of DAA; and if such signatures are facsimile signatures, countersigned by a duly authorized representative of DAA. ADMINISTRADOR: Dominion Automobile Association (2004) Limited, Box 5817, London ON N6A 4T3
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Global Warranty